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Blaze and Borne Penguin
Aiden Elam has always been different from the other
kids he knows. The adults say he has autism, but Aiden
isn't so sure. He can understand everyone just fine, he
just can't get the words out to tell them. Now, if he could
only get past the strange feeling that keeps him trapped
inside his own mind, then maybe he could tell his
parents about the weird things he sees. Or perhaps he
could even tell his sister, Meggy, for he knows she can
hear and see the strange things, too.
The Pirates of Moonlit Bay Fiddlehead Press
*Winner of the PRISM Award for best YA Fantasy* What if a high-tech
VR game was a gateway to the treacherous Realm of Faerie? DARK
SECRETS... Superstar gamer Spark Jaxley's life might look easy, but
she's part of an elite few who guard a shocking secret; the Realm of
Faerie exists, and its dark magic is desperate for a foothold in the mortal
world. PROMISE POWER... Aran Cole hacks code and sells his gaming
cheats on the black market. It's barely a living, and one he's not proud
of. But when he turns his skills to unlocking the secrets behind
Feyland—the most exciting and immersive game on the market—he
discovers power and magic beyond his wildest dreams. AND
DESTRUCTION... Spark's mission is clear; pull Aran from the clutches
of the fey folk and restore the balance between the worlds. But can she
risk her life for someone who refuses to be rescued? KEYWORDS:
Young Adult Fantasy, Coming-of-age, Fairies, Fairy Tales and
Retellings, Celtic Folklore, Science Fantasy, MMO Gaming, Action
Adventure, Magic Realms, Cyberpunk, Hackers, Videogames, Teen
Romance, litRPG, Gamelit, Warcross, Ready Player One, Caravel,
Graceling, Sarah J. Maas, VR, Virtual Reality, Portal Fantasy, ACoTaR

Keegan's Chronicles Jenna Elizabeth Johnson
I had always known moving to Eilé would be dangerous, and
that I might die some strange, unnatural death. Mostly, I
imagined eventually being hunted down by Mikael and Moira
for another game of sacrifice the Lorehnin girl. Who would have
thought I’d go out like this? A living, breathing lightning rod,
calmly accepting my fate like some maiden meekly submitting
to her martyrdom. I almost snorted. I guess I could start kicking
and screaming if I wanted to. Then again, it might be nice to die
with some dignity intact. A few scant months ago Robyn
Dunbarre, with the help of Devlin O’Brolaigh, managed to
escape the claws of a sadistic Otherworldly mage with her life
barely intact. Now living in Eilé, Robyn is eager to track down
her Lorehnin roots. Devlin believes they should start searching
among the Amsíhría, the women of the Otherworld with the
power to appease Eilé’s wild, and sometimes volatile, weather.
On their journey to the Amsíhr Mountains, Robyn and Devlin
visit Luathara Castle. The time spent with Meghan and Cade is
meant to be a calm and relaxing break from their recent trouble
in the mortal world, but Robyn soon learns that not all has been
peaceful in Eilé either, and that the stubborn well of her own
Lorehnin magic is finally ready to leave its mark on the
Otherworld.
Starlight Jenna Elizabeth Johnson
At the end of the long hallway I stepped
through the broken stone and out onto the
terrace behind the castle. The waterfall
cascading down the steep hillside
overwhelmed me with its mist, but I brushed
aside its icy chill and headed for the
second staircase that led into the caverns.
Using touch alone, I located the dolmarehn
that would take me to the foot of the Weald
and stepped through. As the magic overcame
me, I thought about Meghan, telling myself
she was safe under Fergus's care and that
soon I would see her familiar face once
again. Caedehn MacRoich was sent to the
mortal world for one purpose: to hunt the
Morrigan's renegade faelah. But he never
anticipated stumbling upon Meghan Elam, a
young woman from his own realm, nor did he
expect to fall in love with her. Fate,
however, had other plans for Cade and when
he broke his own geis to keep Meghan safe,
the Morrigan demanded retribution for his
disobedience. Now, in order to guarantee

Meghan's safety Cade must make a sacrifice
that very well may drive him mad. With the
Celtic goddess of war playing tricks with
his mind, Cade is called upon to perform
another duty. The Amsihria of the north, an
elusive sect of women responsible for
taming Eile's powerful weather, are under
attack by a horrible monster from another
realm. With the help of his sister and her
companions, Cade embarks on a journey that
will take him beyond the edge of the Weald
and further away from Meghan. Along the way
he will be forced to contend with the
Morrigan's continuous assaults as well as
his own doubts and fears, all the while
knowing that the young woman he's grown to
love remains vulnerable in the mortal
world.

Once Upon A Kiss Jenna Elizabeth Johnson
A Sorcerer… Secrets and Seduction… When Stella Fallon
journeys to Spain for a dream job, she never suspects that
a cataclysmic confrontation is looming. Or that she is the
last in an ancient line of dark sorcerers. For her new
employer—an electronics billionaire—is actually a Faerie
King desperate to harness Stella's powers so he can rule
the Otherworld. The only one who can protect Stella is a
man she once thought her guardian angel. Cal becomes
human, but his centuries-old secret could destroy her
trust. Still, the pair cannot deny their white-hot attraction
as they seek refuge in a cave to prepare for a battle of
epic magnitude…
Once Upon A Curse Ember
"The first in an engrossing new series, [Witchling was] a whimsical
reminder of fantasy's importance in life" (Publishers Weekly). Now
comes Changeling-again featuring Camille, the good witch, Menolly,
the vampire, and Delilah, a feline shapeshifter. They're the D'Artigo
sisters, half-human, half-Faerie supernatural agents who are now
enlisted to find the fiends responsible for slaughtering the weres of
Rainier Puma Pride.
Faeborne Fiddlehead Press
Although Brienne of Eile has finally broken free of the Morrigan’s
grasp, the new life awaiting her in Firiehn may prove to be just as
dangerous. Hoping for a fresh start with Dorran, Brie agrees to join
her cru-athru lover as he journeys back to the kingdom of Astorelle.
But navigating courtly politics may prove to be just as difficult as her
previous life, especially since the witch who cursed Dorran is still
unaccounted for. With her safety and her heart at risk, Brienne will
have to confront her demons - and ignite her own fire - if she wishes
to protect the ones she holds most dear.
Of Beast and Beauty Thomas Nelson
They want a war, they'll get it!It's bad enough that they're
interrupting my classes at Titania Academy. This semester,
classes include Concealment and Heredity, and I'll learn about
my true Fae Folk form. And Advanced Glamour, and
Herbology. And Flying! I'm supposed to be kissing Chance -
yes, he's my boyfriend now! - under the moonlight.But
noooooooooooo. Instead, I have to FIGHT because this
"Faction" as they now call themselves, has decided to
DECLARE WAR? A faerie war? What does that even mean?
Well, I'm from New York, and I know how to survive. I don't
want to fight, but since they insist...They've already kidnapped
my uncle, The Oak King. I'm sure they're going to use his
power to try to take back the Elfen Lands and to take over the
entire Faerie realm. And I'm just as sure they want to kill my
father, The Holly King. And probably everyone else I care
about, too.Do you think I'm going to let that happen? I don't
THINK SO.I may be just 15, but they have no idea who they're
messing with. Elemental magic scared them enough to try to
kidnap me. Imagine how scary it will be for them when I
unleash it on their treasonous....Control yourself, Holly. Save
your anger for them. You're gonna need it. Because this is
war.Yeah, it's ON!
Changeling Jenna Elizabeth Johnson
For 17-year-old Elena Watkins, the world of Paegeia is not
finished revealing all its secrets. During a summer break
intended for relaxation, she discovers that her harrowing
adventure to retrieve the King of Lion sword wasn't the destiny
foretold by the cryptic Viden, a dragon with the ability to see a
person's true fate. The words inked onto the page of the
mysterious Book of Shadows remains black, and Elena must
return to Dragonia Academy to discover their true meaning.
Upon her return to the magnificent castle, she has to face a
challenge of a different kind - keeping her boyfriend, Lucian
McKenzie, the Prince of Tith and love of her life, away from the
dangerous new student, Paul Sutton. As a Wyvern, Paul has
made it his mission to claim Elena as his rider, but he is
proving to be more perilous than at first glance. Everyone

knew that Wyverns were bad news and just as evil as the
darkness lurking inside Blake Leaf, the Rubicon, who is forced
to fight against his inner nature every day. But Elena can see a
small light in the darkness, a destiny still unfulfilled, to prove
that Wyverns can be claimed.
Court of Swans Penguin
New York Times bestselling author Yasmine Galenorn returns to the
Otherworld where one of the D’Artigo sisters faces a demon who's
out for blood. The D’Artigo sisters are half-human, half-Fae
operatives for the Otherworld Intelligence Agency. A werecat who’s
one of the Autumn Lord’s Death Maidens, Delilah has a funny
feeling that the Hags of Fate enjoy seeing her squirm. First, her
boyfriend, Chase, mutters another woman's name in his sleep. Then
she discovers the Autumn Lord has a very special plan for her. But
things go from bad to deadly when Karvanak—the R?ksasa—returns.
In order to get his greedy hands on both the fourth Spirit Seal and
his former associate, Vanzir, he kidnaps Chase. Now, the D'Artigo
sisters have to find a way to rescue the man Delilah loves without
risking the safety of both Otherworld and Earth...
Faelorehn Kat Cotton
High-tech gaming and ancient magic collide when a
computer game opens a gateway to the treacherous
Realm of Faerie.Jennet Carter never thought hacking into
her dad's new epic-fantasy sim-game would be so
exciting... or dangerous. Behind the interface, dark forces
lie in wait, leading her toward a battle that will test her to
her limits and cost her more than she ever imagined.~ A
short story prequel to the Feyland Trilogy ~ Award-winning
Urban Fantasy ~
Dolmarehn Jenna Elizabeth Johnson
What if Beauty became the Beast? Discover a new angle
on the classic fairytale in this fantasy retelling that's
perfect for anyone who can't get enough of Beauty and
the Beast. In the city of Yuan, the blind Princess Isra is
raised to be a human sacrifice. Her death will ensure her
city’s vitality. In the desert, a mutant beast named Gem
fights to save his people, known as the Monstrous, from
starvation. Neither dreams that, together, they can return
balance to their worlds. When Gem is captured for trying
to steal Yuan’s enchanted roses, he becomes a prisoner
of the city. Isra enlists his help, and soon begins to care
for him—and to question everything she has been brought
up to believe. . . . “Engrossing tale . . . [an] intense love
story.” —Kirkus Reviews “The bones of the classic Beauty
and the Beast story are all here, imaginatively fleshed out
with tropes from science fiction, fantasy, and even political
drama.” —The Bulletin, Recommended “Jay’s characters
are well-realized . . . [the] setup is intriguing and her
writing assured.” —Publishers Weekly “Revelations and
plot twists keep the action flowing and romance growing. .
. . A satisfying read for fans of romantic fantasy.” —School
Library Journal
Faeleahn Jenna Elizabeth Johnson
The life of a star-studded royal has not been kind to eighteen year-
old Elena Watkins. With a Council breathing down her neck and a
dragon that refuses to accept her as her rider, she must convince
everyone that she is ready to rule Paegeia like her parents before
her. But she has made a promise to her father King Albert, that she
will not go looking for him and free the people of Etan. Elena has
promised to never truly fulfil her destiny. However, situations out of
her control will soon force her to confront herself and the evil that
seeks to destroy her. Elena must look inside herself to discover if
she can defeat the approaching darkness, be accepted by the
people of Paegeia, bring her dragon back to light and fulfill the
destiny written in their stars.
Once Upon A Quest Jenna Elizabeth Johnson
Growing up is never easy, but for Jahrra, seventeen years has
brought its own unique share of hardships. She's made both
friends and enemies; has felt both joy and sorrow. Yet she has
persevered through it all and has finally learned to know and
accept who she is. Unfortunately, her trials and tribulations are
only just beginning . . . An inconceivable tragedy and the
revelation of a secret kept from her since birth has turned her
perfect world on its end. Jahrra isn't the poor Nesnan she
thought she was, but human, one promised by Ethöes in a
prophecy from long ago. Now, without her guardian, she must
accept the help of the one she mistrusts the most as they flee
Oescienne before the Tyrant's minions have a chance to close
in. With her enemies at her heels and the terrifying truth
looming before her, Jahrra will seek shelter with the dragon
Raejaaxorix in the faraway city of Lidien, a place of hope and
enlightenment. But when the City of Light proves to entertain
its own dangers, Jahrra and Jaax find their safety threatened
once again. But this time the threat may be coming from those
they trust the most . . .
Feyland: the First Adventure Jenna Elizabeth Johnson
Fifteen brand new fairytale twists from bestselling and award-
winning authors. With inspirations ranging from The Ugly Duckling
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to Snow White, and everything in between (including trips to Camelot
and Oz), these fabulous tales are full of adventure, magic, and a
touch of romance. WEST OF THE MOON by Annie Bellet When her
twin brother sacrifices his freedom to save their starving family, Lina
embarks on a quest through a magical forest to save him and
restore their fortunes. A BELL IN THE NIGHT by Evelyn Snow For
Stevie Silver, waking the beautiful boy in the glass box is only the
beginning, as her mysterious past catches up with her. MISTRESS
BOOTSI by Anthea Sharp A girl sets out to seek her fortune - and
luckily, she has a clever cat for a companion… WHITE ROSE by
Phaedra Weldon Jack Frost must find his true love and save her
from the Snow Queen’s icy shards before he loses her - and his
chance at humanity - forever. THE GOBLIN AND THE TREASURE
by Alethea Kontis Out-of-work soldier Kira Kobold is handpicked by
the High Wizard Zelwynn to go on a quest. Her companions? A
growly ogress, a surly dwarf, a dimwitted troll, and an overly
optimistic goblin. This wasn’t exactly the quest she was looking for…
THE RUINS OF OZ by Alexia Purdy The Land of Oz was the last
place Thea thought she’d find herself after falling through her
mother’s enchanted mirror. If the stories she’s been told are real,
why is the Emerald City in ruins? A TOUCH OF GOLD by Rachel
Morgan When Tilly helps two strangers escape from danger, she
becomes part of their quest to keep a powerful magical ability out of
the wrong hands ... MAGIC AND MACHINERY by Jamie Ferguson
Maude works with machinery, not magic. Can she find a way to
escape the magician’s grasp and free her beloved brother? BLOW
YOUR HOUSE DOWN by Nikki Jefford In a brave new world, three
wizards journey through wild shifter territories to find somewhere to
begin anew. BANE AND BALM by Jenna Elizabeth Johnson When
the stream providing healing water to Claire’s sick aunt dries up,
she must venture into the dreaded Dorcha Forest, where she
discovers a stranger willing to risk his freedom in order to help her
on her quest. CAT WHITE by Kay McSpadden He thought he was
following the music, but a white cat led him to realize life held more
adventure than he’d guessed. KING ARTHUR AND THE CHALICE
OF LIFE by Julia Crane Camelot may be at peace, but betrayal and
death lurk within the mists surrounding it. FEAR OF FALLING by
Shawntelle Madison Cast from her griffin’s nest, Ireti is forced into
the cruel world of the ground-walkers below. Before she can fly, Ireti
must find the strength to walk, and the key to acceptance lies in an
undiscovered place—between two worlds. THE MERROW’S
GOLDEN RING by Sara C. Roethle Ailios was taught to never
believe a promise from one of the Faie, but that doesn’t stop her
from doing it anyway. TAKE MY MONSTERS by C. Gockel In the
wilds of the barbarian north, Roman slave Margusa meets a warrior
enchanted and enslaved by an Elf Queen. To set him free, Margusa
must first confront the monsters within herself... Don't miss all the
Once Upon Anthologies! Once Upon A Curse, Once Upon A Kiss,
Once Upon A Quest, Once Upon A Star, Once Upon A Ghost, and
coming in 2021 Once Upon A Wish! KEYWORDS: Fairy tale
retellings, Arthurian fantasy, Snow White, Celtic myths and legends,
magic, urban fantasy, The Snow Queen, Puss in Boots, bestselling
authors, fantasy anthology, twisted fairytales
Faebound Fire Quill Publishers
They’re the D’Artigo sisters: savvy half-human, half-Fae
agents of the Otherworld Intelligence Agency. Camille is the
Queen of Dusk and Twilight. Delilah is a two-faced werecat
and the Autumn Lord’s only living Death Maiden. And Menolly
is a vampire princess and married to a gorgeous werepuma
Amazon. It’s been four long years since they first found out
about Shadow Wing…and now, they’re facing the end of the
line. It’s time for the D’Artigo sisters to extinguish Shadow
Wing’s evil forever, before he goes mad and tries to unravel
the world…
The Iron Butterfly CreateSpace
While dealing with the mysterious disappearance of a
bartender and the arrival of a necromancer, Menolly, an
acrobat-extraordinaire-turned-vampire, must stop the chaos
unleashed by a secret society bent on winning the Shadow
Wing's favor and devouring her sister Delilah's soul. Original.
Thunderlight Vintage Canada
I never heard him come after me and even as I climbed the
slope and stumbled onto our shaded back lawn, I didn't look
back. It was like the day the gnomes chased me all over again,
but this time I was not escaping some horrible little creatures, I
was fleeing from an incredibly good-looking guy who could
very well understand me completely. I was either saving myself
from that serial killer I always imagined lived down in the
swamp, or I had finally gone over the deep end . . . Meghan
Elam has been strange her entire life: her eyes have this odd
habit of changing color and she sees and hears things no one
else does. When the visions and voices in her head start to get
worse, she is convinced that her parents will want to drag her
off to another psychiatrist. That is, until the mysterious Cade
MacRoich shows up out of nowhere with an explanation of his
own. Cade brings her news of another realm where goblins
and gnomes are the norm, a place where whispering spirits
exist in the very earth, and a world where Meghan just might
find the answers she has always sought.
Frostbite Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Get swept into a world that never was…. Enter realms of
enchantment in a boxed set of six spellbinding novels from USA
Today and internationally bestselling authors! Fall under the spell of
“tales as old as time,” now given a fresh new twist in this
captivating collection. Long Ago and Far Away includes these six full-
length fantasy romance and fantasy novels: Dragon Rose -
Christine Pope Before Midnight - Jennifer Blackstream Spindles and
Spells - Laura Greenwood Bride of the Midnight King - Kat Parrish
Faeborne - Jenna Elizabeth Johnson Down the Rabbit Hole - Julia
Crane
Night Huntress Jenna Elizabeth Johnson
Thalia knows three things; Her first name. That she barely

escaped the clutches of the Septori with the help of a
mysterious stranger. And that her run in with the Septori’s iron
butterfly machine did something to her. It changed her into
something neither fully human nor Denai. Fearing her inner
darkness and seeking answers to her past, Thalia finds refuge
as a servant at the Citadel in Calandry, a school for the gifted
Denai. When strange powers awaken within her she is forced
to pretend to be one of them and goes from being a servant to
student overnight. Her life becomes even more complicated
when the handsome stranger who saved her from the Septori
becomes her new fighting instructor. Thalia knows that the
Septori are still looking for her, and they will stop at nothing to
get her back. Dead or alive
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